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Satisfied Employees Hike Performance & Profitability

Anyone can tell you what it means to be productive, but finding ways 

to encourage, improve, and reward productivity is sometimes a mystery 

to those who manage people.

This is part one of a two-part article on 

improving productivity, performance, and prof-

itability. It is based on a program presented more 

than 10 years ago by management consultant A. 

J. Stinnett, with a few minor updates.

Top performance occurs only when your 

managers concentrate on five key areas: Opera-

tions, people, information technology, financial 

management, and overall management. That 

concentration leads to an understanding that 

allows an organization to grow and be profitable.

So it’s the responsibility of the managers. What 

surprises many, though, is this: Managers can’t do 

it alone. Success requires teamwork and an effec-

tive way to enhance teamwork involves creating 

an action team that includes members from each 

part of the company under the direction of a well 

experienced manager who leads the team.

The team will examine each process, develop 

recommendations for improvement, and docu-

ment the changes. The team leader should report 

to the CEO or at least to a senior executive who 

reports to the CEO.

The Team’s Responsibility
The action team is responsible for 

reviewing all existing processes care-

fully and thoroughly to find ways to make 

each process better, to speed the process, 

to improve the results, or to reduce the 

cost. 

The team may find that some processes are no 

longer needed or are counterproductive.

It’s not uncommon for a comprehensive review 

to reveal that some processes are obsolete, are 

being conducted in the wrong order or by the 

wrong people, or should be combined with other 

functions. To succeed, the team must identify 

the desired result of each process and set quality 

standards for each result.

The Team’s Authority
The team must have the authority to 

implement changes. Failing this, nothing 

will be accomplished. Ideally, only the 

CEO can reject a change the action team 

recommends.

In fact, the CEO must be the primary cheer-

leader for the action team and must support it 

throughout the process and be ready to protect 

it from sabotage.

As changes are made, the team is responsible 

for evaluating whether the results are acceptable 

and then either documenting successful processes 

and tracking their ongoing performance or modi-

fying the process. The manager who leads the 

team is responsible for determining the cause of 

any failure and taking the appropriate corrective 

action.

“Managers can’t
do it alone.”



Managing Change
This process turns typical corporate 

procedures upside down. 

When people know they are expected to 

manage their own performance and produce 

acceptable results, remarkable things start to 

happen. When they know that they are being given 

a certain measure of autonomy in determining how 

to do their jobs, satisfaction increases.

The process of self management depends on 

making sure that each person understands and 

accepts two rules of performance:

• First, all employees are expected to do the job 

right every time.

• Second, every employee is expected to do as 

much work as needs to be done.

To pave the way for employees to follow 

those rules, managers must eliminate obstacles 

and prove to employees that they are ready and 

willing to help.

Record and Reward
Although many employees will respond 

to this program, it’s still management’s 

responsibility to track individual 

employee performance each week. 

Record only superior or substandard work so 

that you will have the information needed to make 

informed decisions about which employees should 

be trusted, which should be promoted, and which 

need help.

Share the performance record with employees 

quarterly and ask for their comments. A quarterly 

review need take no more than a few minutes and 

need not create angst for either the manager or the 

employee. Managers should end these meetings by 

asking sincerely, if the employee needs any help 

to continue the superior work or the good work, 

or to improve any substandard work.

By tracking results each week and summarizing 

each quarter, most of your work will already be 

done when it’s time for the annual performance 

review. The review will be based on relevant facts 

instead of on faulty memory, emotion, or person-

ality.

Next Month
In the October issue, we’ll continue this 

article with three more topics:

Customers need to be considered when making 

changes, finances must also be reviewed during 

the process, we’ll also consider the need to manage 

the managers. Ω

Microsoft’s Public Relations Challenges

Microsoft isn’t the only company that doesn’t understand what public 

relations should be, but it’s a good example of the problem. 

Recently, as a TechByter Worldwide journalist, I had two questions 

for Microsoft. A Seattle public relations agency, in theory, can seek out 

information from inside the black box that is Microsoft and provide useful 

responses. In practice, it doesn’t work that way.

Question: My conjecture is that a hardware detection routine [in an 

update process] was faulty and threw bogus error messages. It seems that 

the detection routine has been patched and no longer detects compatible 

monitors as being incompatible. Can you or someone at Microsoft address 

that issue on the record?

Response: Windows 10 continues to have the highest customer satisfaction 

of any version of Windows. If a customer has any issues during their upgrade 

to Windows 10 or upon updating to the Windows 10 Anniversary Update, we 

offer free customer support at www.microsoft.com/support.

Question: What statistics do you have on successful upgrades to the latest 

version of Windows? Based on my experience and what I’ve seen discussed 

on the internet, it would appear that most updates are succeeding. Are you 

able to release any statistical information?

Response: We are really pleased with the global reception to Windows 

10 and Microsoft devices and excited to see over 350 million monthly active 

devices running Windows 10. In fact, Windows 10 continues to be on the fastest 

growth trajectory of any version of Windows – ever.

Businesses and politicians seem to live in fear that something they say 

might actually mean something. There is no useful information in either 

of the responses (not answers) from Microsoft’s public relations agency. 

Waggener Edstrom can do only what Microsoft allows it to do and  Microsoft 

has been the agency’s largest client since the early 1980s.

What’s needed is a decision by Microsoft’s public relations vice president 

or by Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella to be more transparent.

Microsoft should examine its public relations policies, consider what 

it can do to be more transparent, and communicate those new policies to 

Waggener Edstrom. I can’t imagine the frustration of being a Waggener 

Edstrom employee who is forced to respond to legitimate questions with 

little more than drivel.

How do your company’s PR efforts compare to the ideal? Ω


